Abstract-The
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. The Concept of Ubiquitous Learning
Except ubiquitous learning ， there are life-long learning, e-learning, mobile learning and some distance education post-modernist ideas. The progressive relationship exists between the former and the latter, and the former is more scientific and efficient than the latter.
The origins of ubiquitous learning is dated to 1988, when Mark • Wither (1952 -1999 introduced the "Ubiquitous Computing" concept. It was pointed out that the most sophisticated technology is the technology that disappears, that is, with the ubiquitous technology and network for the center, the physical space intelligent and all things networking were made. That is to embed the computer into physical space, and to make it networking. In this way, it makes information so smoothly between the physical environment and things as in electronic space, as if people live in it [1] .
Ubiquitous learning is supported by ubiquitous computing technology. The most important application of ubiquitous computing in the human study is to build a ubiquitous learning platform and environment for learning. Of course, not only a single peripheral support role, which does play in the building process of an ubiquitous learning environment, but also a cognitive tool, a learning partner, a directly learning objectives [2] .
B. The Ideological and Characteristics of Ubiquitous Learning
Ubiquitous learning is a human-centered and its focus is the studies task itself, the main ideas and features of which were as follows: [3] 
C. The Model of Ubiquitous Learning Environment and its Inspiration for the DevelopedLearning Management System
Ubiquitous learning environment is a dynamic 
D. The metaphor of electronic secretary
In real life, a secretary is the assistant to help us prepare material, arrange time, and provide service. They help us resolve a lot of unnecessary troubles, and save us a lot of time and energy so our work will be easy and 
II. THE DESIGN OF LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC ELECTRONIC SECRETARY

A. The Design of System Overall Architecture
The C / S mode is used in the system, and is also used in the structured design techniques. Management system architecture is shown in figure 1: System also offers instant messaging display window, resource queries and index functions. · The system uses P2P technology and supports multiplayer online video sharing, low-latency, secure and reliable, and needn't install plug-ins.
B. The Design of System Structure
So that learners will be able to break latching small cycles from learning theory to learning theory, fully reflects the interaction and influence between learning and social environment to promote learning from the "artificial" to "ecological regression". · The learners who use the system learning course can write the study notes and needn't worry about losing them. The course notes wherever recorded and the course content will be bound together and indexed. This learner will be able to locate in the intelligent environment and avoid the learners to increase the cognitive load, because of technical problems.
· You can always collect courses and knowledge points, just points, clicks, collections, while supporting personal collection of classification.
All of this makes the course more suitable for learners achieve personalize learning, and it is conducive to train innovative awareness and creative ability of learners. · The same course, for different types of students, different depths and different needs of the semester, can be set up in different versions, and choose to display the corresponding version.
Accordingly to above， we can provide the highest performance learning environment. The focus of the entire system is data modeling. By using SqlServer2000 to create the database and the name of database is c-lattice. As the figure 3 shows, the database has six basic tables and they are the school information table, curriculum table, knowledge points   table, the information of role table, curriculum collection   table and notes table. 
C. The Design of System Business Processes
E. The Design of User Interface
Figure6. the design of user interface
The user interface of the system includes a main function links: including courses, notes, collections, schools, news, logging and accessibility links, searching and additionally. There are client download link and instant messaging display window.
F. The Designt of Systerm Main Functions Modules
According to the preceding analyses, the main function modules of this system can be divided into 
